
PROJECT BLUE BOOK SPECIAL REPORT 14

In late December , Ruppelt met with members of the Battelle Memorial Institute, a think tank based in Columbus, Ohio.
Ruppelt wanted their experts to assist them in making the Air Force UFO study more scientific. Project Blue Book
Special Report No. 14 was their massive.

Project Blue Book Special Report 14 : United States Air Force result of the monumental bmi study were
echoed by a french gepan report which stated that about a quarter of over 1, closely studied ufo cases defied
explanation, stating, in part, "these cases â€¦ pose a real question. This was the exact opposite of the result
predicted by skeptics, who usually argued unknowns were poorer quality cases involving unreliable witnesses
that could be solved if only better information were available. This conclusion was widely derided, [9] and
police officers strenuously rejected it. A list of private organizations interested in aerial phenomena may be
found in "Encyclopaedia of Associations", published by Gale Research. A few years later see bookthe project
would be even louder. This was the exact opposite result predicted by skeptics, who usually argued unknowns
were poorer quality cases involving unreliable witnesses that could be solved if only better information were
available. By this logic, a possible comet became a probable comet, while a probable comet was flatly
declared to have been a misidentified comet. In response, ATIC added personnel increasing the total personnel
to three military personnel, plus civilian secretaries and increased Blue Book's budget. He often learns of
interesting cases only a month or two after the receipt of the report at Blue Book. For years, this data sat on
microfilm in the National Archives. Of these,  Blue book special report 14 Project Blue Book â€” Special
Report 14 Project Blue Book - Wikipedia book's files were sent to the air force archives at maxwell air force
base in alabama. When all six characteristics were considered together, the probability of a match between
knowns and unknowns was less than 1 in a billion. I tried with this new site to ensure that everyone could use
it and learn from it. Misidentification of various conventional objects. Even today, it represents the largest
such study ever undertaken. Documents in the Blue Book file make it clear that the contractor was the Battelle
Memorial Institute, probably because of its proximity to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base "home" of the Air
Technical Intelligence Center, the parent organization of Project Blue Book and because of its uniquely large
at that time computing facility. Vandenberg subsequently dismantled Project Sign. The Air Force must have
had its star finder upside-down during August. All documents in the sample created by Mr. As a result of these
investigations and studies and experience gained from investigating UFO reports since , the conclusions of
Project BLUE BOOK are: 1 no UFO reported, investigated, and evaluated by the Air Force has ever given any
indication of threat to our national security; 2 there has been no evidence submitted to or discovered by the Air
Force that sightings categorized as "unidentified" represent technological developments or principles beyond
the range of present-day scientific knowledge; and 3 there has been no evidence indicating that sightings
categorized as "unidentified" are extraterrestrial vehicles. Congressional hearings, the Condon Committee was
established in Research paper against nuclear energy as a neutral scientific research body. Similarly, if a
witness reported an observation of an unusual balloon-like object, Blue Book usually classified it as a balloon,
with no research and qualification. These were deliberately siphoned away from Blue Book, leaving Blue
Book to deal with the more trivial reports. When all six characteristics were considered together, the
probability of a match between knowns and unknowns was less than 1 in a billion. The chase ended about 30
minutes later near Freedom, Pennsylvania , some 85 miles away. Documentation has been turned over to the
office of the Air Force Historian. In the end, the Condon Committee suggested that there was nothing
extraordinary about UFOs, and while it left a minority of cases unexplained, the report also argued that further
research would not be likely to yield significant results. These cases were deliberately siphoned away from
Blue Book, leaving Blue Book to deal with the more trivial reports. Psychopathological persons. Blue Book
was also ordered to reduce the number of unidentified to a minimum. Blum writes that some of these official
documents depart drastically from the normally dry and bureaucratic wording of government paperwork,
making obvious the sense of "terror" that these UFO incidents inspired in many U. In his dissenting
conclusion, Hynek described Blue Book's conclusions as absurd: in their reports, several of the police had
unknowingly described the moon, Venus and the UFO, though they unknowingly described Venus as a bright
"star" very near the moon.


